Physical map assembly is the inference of genome structure from experimental data. Map assembly depends on the integration of diverse data including sequence tagged site (STS) marker content, clone sizing, and restriction digest fingerprints (RDF). As experimentally measured data, these are uncertain and error prone. Physical map assembly from error free data is straightforward and can be accomplished in linear time in the number of clones, but the assembly of an optimal map from error prone data is an NP-hard problem. We present an alternative approach to physical map assembly that is based on a probabilistic view of the data and seeks to identify those features of the map that can be reliably inferred from the available data. With this approach, we achieve a number of goals. These include the use of multiple data sources, appropriate representation of uncertainties in the underlying data, the use of clone length information in fingerprint map assembly, and the use of higher order information in map assembly. By higher order information, we mean relationships that are not expressible in terms of neighbouring clone relationships. These include triplet and multiple clone overlaps, the uniqueness of STS position, and fingerprint marker locations. In a probabilistic view of physical mapping, we assert that all of the many possible map assemblies are equally likely a priori. Given experimental data, we can only state which assemblies are more likely than others given the experimental observations. Parameters of interest are then derived as likelihood weighted averages over map assemblies. Ideally these averages should be sums or integrals over all possible map assemblies, but computationally this is not feasible for realworld map assembly problems. Instead, sampling is used to asymptotically approach the desired parameters. Software implementing our probabilistic approach to mapping has been written. Assembly of mixed RDF and STS maps containing up to 60 clones can be accomplished on a desktop PC with run times under an hour.
INTRODUCTION
Physical map construction is central to genome analysis. Physical mapping is the reconstruction of genome structure from experimental data derived on clones and markers. The increasing demands of large-scale sequence analysis have only served to heighten the demand for reliable physical map assembly. Map assembly depends on the integration of diverse data including sequence tagged site (STS) marker content, clone sizing, and restriction digest fingerprints (RDF). Like any experimental data, these data need to be regarded as uncertain and error prone.
Error processes include false positives and false negatives in scoring STS marker content, incomplete or partial digestion during RDF generation. Some restriction fragments run anomalously during electrophoretic fractionation, and artifacts in the gel image may obscure bands or result in false positives. For human genome analysis, the situation is further complicated by polymorphism in our species. Clone libraries are typically derived from multiple individuals, and for the autosomes, multiple haplotypes per individual. Single nucleotide polymorphisms may result in the creation or destruction of restriction enzyme cleavage sites. Simple tandem repeat copy number variation may alter RDF fragment size, and larger scale variation in genome structure exists.
Traditionally, physical maps have been specified in terms of clone order, but the reliable selection of clones for large-scale sequence analysis places additional demands on the map. One formulation of these demands is to select a set of clones representing a minimum tiling path across a given region. To achieve this, the map must provide both clone order and clone location information.
A second aim is validation of selected clones. During cloning and microbiological manipulation, deleted, rearranged, and chimeric clones can arise. A good physical map is highly redundant. With clone coverage of 8 to 10, each clone overlaps a dozen or more neighbouring clones. This redundancy provides the basis for detecting rearrangements by verifying that marker content for a selected clone is consistent with neighbouring clones across the full extent of the selected clone.
A graph theoretic view of the physical map construction problem has been proposed [Griggs & Waterman, 1986] and widely applied [Cuticchia et al. 1992 [Cuticchia et al. ,1993 Zhang et al. 1994] . In this approach, clones are viewed as nodes on a graph, relationships between clones are represented as edges on that graph. By viewing the edges as independent entities, this approach fails to capture information about the way in which sets of clones are related to each other. For example, given a set of overlapping clones A, B, and C, the relationship of B to C must contain similarities specified in the overlap of A and C. Physical map assembly from error free data is straightforward and can be accomplished in linear time in the number of clones. Unfortunately, experimental data is never error free.
The assembly of an optimal map from error prone data is an NP-hard problem [Turner 1986; Shamir et al. 1995] . In practice, manually supervised or semiautomated approaches have been used to assemble maps from real world data [Olson et al., 1986; Soderlund et al., 1993 Soderlund et al., , 1994 Soderlund et al., , 1997 Platt and Dix, 1995; Nadkarni 1996] .
Given N clones, there are N! possible clone orderings. If clone position, as well as order, is considered, the situation is worse. If clone location is specified to a resolution R in a map spanning a region of the genome with length D (say 5 kb in a map spanning 5 MB) there are (D/R) N possible maps. Clearly explicit enumeration of all possible maps is not feasible. The data upon which map assembly is based grows at best as the square of the number of clones, or the product of the number of clones and markers in the data set. This implies that map assembly will necessarily become an underdetermined problem as the size of the map grows. Further, the very large solution space makes it likely that an optimal assembly inferred from error-prone data will not correspond precisely with the true map. Here we present an alternative approach to physical map assembly that is based on a probabilistic view of the data and seeks to identify those features of the map that can be reliably inferred from the available data. In this view, we assert that it is impossible to know which of the many possible map assemblies is correct. We can only state which assemblies are more likely to explain the experimental observations. Using Bayes rule, we infer that these assemblies are more likely a posteriori to be correct. Parameters of interest are then derived as likelihood weighted averages over map assemblies. Ideally these averages should be sums or integrals over all possible map assemblies, but this is not computationally feasible for real-world map assembly problems. Instead, sampling is used to asymptotically approach the desired parameters.
We seek to achieve several goals in developing an alternative approach to map assembly. These include the ability to use multiple data sources, appropriate representation of uncertainties in map data, the use of clone length information in fingerprint map assembly, the uniqueness of STS position, and relationships that are not expressible in the graph theoretic view of clone relationships such as multiple clone overlaps.
MAP REPRESENTATION
We represent a physical map as set of marker and clone locations. Markers may be either STSs that have a unique location in the map or RDF fragments where bands of similar or identical size may be present at multiple locations across the map. Each clone must occupy a unique location in the map. The likelihood of the map is calculated as a likelihood weighted sum over all possible clone locations of the probability that each clone layout explains the observed marker content for each interval. For a map that spans a region of length D containing N clones, each clone, c, has length l c , and the midpoint of the clone falls in the interval [0,D] . We define a series of intervals in [0,D] breaking at the clone endpoints. Each interval is spanned by a defined set of clones. Markers are assigned to these intervals. Note that clone-marker content data cannot localize markers to a resolution higher than interval assignment, and all marker locations within an interval are equally probable.
Sampling produces a probabilistically weighted collection of maps. To represent this distribution for display and analysis purposes, we use the most probable single map from the collection and for this map, the most probable set of clone positions. To provide some indication of the reliability of this "snapshot" as a representation of the full sampling distribution, we calculate the fractional occur-rence of clone neighbour relationships in the full sampling set. If a segment of the map is very well determined, then the neighbour pairs in this region will be present in almost all highly probable maps. On the other hand, if a region of the map is poorly determined, there may be many neighbours for a clone in highly probable maps. The use of the most probable single map as a representation for the full sampling collection is an approximation, but it provides a simple, easily viewed graphic that can readily be compared with physical maps derived by other means.
RESTRICTION DIGEST FINGERPRINTS
A restriction fingerprint band is not a unique marker and multiple intervals in the map may contain clones with restriction digest fingerprints containing bands with very similar mobilities. The likelihood L (R C |M) of obtaining the observed restriction digest data R C for a clone, C, given the map, M is calculated by first defining the set of intervals {I x ..I y } covered by assigning C to a particular location (x,y) in the map. We can then compare the set of observed band mobilities, {c}, with the set of predicted mobilities, {i}, of markers in the interval {I x ..I y }. Set {c} is partitioned into two sets, those observed bands matching a member of {i} and those failing to match {f +}. P f + is the probability that band is a false positive. Set {i} is also partitioned into the set of markers matching an observed band, and markers where we failed to observe the matching band in the clone digest, {f -}. P f − is the probability that a fragment in the digest will not be observed. P f + and P f − are estimated empirically; for the analysis presented here, values of 0.1 and 0.05 are used, (c, i) where N f + and N f − are the number of bands assigned as false positive bands and markers assigned as false negatives, respectively. Note that we require both that the bands in the clone digest are explained by the fragments in the spanned set of intervals and that the fragments in the map intervals are present in the clone digest. The likelihood, P (c, i ) that a band with mobility c, in the observed digest was derived from fragment with predicted mobility i is calculated by assuming that the errors in predicted mobility are normally distributed
where r is the resolution of the predicted restriction digest. The likelihood of a clone, C, given the map M is the margin over all possible clone locations. In practice, we restrict this evaluation to intervals the same length as the clone, l c ,
An optimal set {m} of 1:1 parings between {c} and {i} can be calculated in order N c N i time using a dynamic programming algorithm where N c is the number of bands in the observed fingerprint and N i the number of fragments in interval I. If list I is changed incrementally, this calculation must be repeated. If we ignore the stoichiometry of matches and allow {m} to contain 1:many and many:1 relationships, an optimal {m} can be recomputed in fixed time for incremental updates in I. For reasons of computational efficiency, we have chosen to ignore the stoichiometry of matches, and the calculated likelihood is, therefore, approximate.
STS CONTENT
Each STS exists in one and only one interval. Clones are screened experimentally for the presence of an STS yielding either a + indicating that the clone contains the marker or a -indicating that the clone does not contain the marker. The likelihood, L (m ∈ I |M, S), that marker m falls in interval I (i.e. m ∈ I ) given the observed screening data S and the map of clone locations, M, is calculated as the product over clones c. By the definition of an interval, each clone covering the interval must fully span the interval. Therefore, if a marker m ∈ I then all clones spanning I must contain m. The prior probability that a marker m is in I depends on the length of the interval l I . Since the location of an STS marker is unique, if interval I contains the marker, we must also consider the product over all other intervals, j, that they do not contain the marker.
P T+ and P F− are the probabilities for observing a false negative and a true positive, respectively, given that the interval truly contains the marker. P T− and P F+ are the probabilities for observing a false positive and a true negative, respectively, given that the interval truly does not contain the marker. Although they are not subscripted in the equations above, the individual clone/marker content probabilities can be generic, marker specific, or specific to each clone/marker assay. These likelihoods can be converted to probabilities by summing over all possible locations for the marker (we assume that the marker is truly contained in the map).
where K is the set of all intervals in the map. Given a map of clone layouts, M, we can then sample marker locations by assigning them probabilistically to intervals.
OVERALL MAP ASSEMBLY
As shown above, given a map composed of an ordered set of groups of restriction fragment markers, we can assign a likelihood for all possible clone locations. Given a set of clone locations we can probabilistically assign locations to both restriction fragment and STS markers. Map assembly is accomplished using an iterative sampling procedure. A set of marker locations is selected at random, and the cumulative likelihood summed over all possible clone locations is calculated. Then the marker locations are perturbed and the cumulative likelihood is recalculated. A Metropolis sampling approach is used to implement a likelihood-weighted average for map assembly. The computational efficiency of a Metropolis sampling scheme depends on the strategy used to generate new map configurations. If the sampling procedure generates configurations that are highly improbable, they will usually be rejected in the Metropolis selection. Conversely, if the new configurations are nearly identical to previous sampled configurations, the procedure may fail to adequately explore the hypothesis space. Two strategies for generating new map configurations are employed. In the first, pairs of locations are selected at random, and the region between these two points is inverted. In the second strategy, a set of marker locations is selected based on likelihood weighted sampling of all possible marker positions. Given these marker locations, 3 clones are selected at random and positions drawn from the likelihood-weighted average of all possible clone positions. The advantage of this latter approach is that the probability distributions for both the marker positions and the clone positions can be calculated analytically so the new configuration represents an explicit draw from the probability distribution, not just a random draw. This greatly increases the frequency of sampling acceptance and consequently computational efficiency.
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The number of fragments, N f , in the map is proportional to the map length, and each fragment is a potential clone endpoint. For each clone location, an interval containing N i bands is defined. The markers in the interval are maintained as a sorted list that is updated incrementally as the interval covered by the clone is moved across the map. Using a binary search or tree type data structure, the cost of adding or removing a band from this sorted list is O(log(N i )) so the cost of a single iteration in the restriction fragment likelihood calculation is O (N c N f log(N i ) ). For constant clone coverage C, N c =C*L and N f =f m *L where f m is the marker frequency so the compute cost scales as O (L 2 
log(N i )).
The number of intervals, N i , in a map is proportional to the number of clones, c. Unless the endpoints of a new clone added to the map are coincident with another clone endpoint, each new clone will add two new interval breakpoints to the map so the total number of intervals N i ≤ 2c + 1. For the STS content calculation, a product over every marker for every interval is required so the cost of evaluating the overall map likelihood is O(mc). By comparison, a nearest neighbour likelihood function can be evaluated in linear time and updated in fixed time. Figure 2 is the improvement in map likelihood that occurs as a function of the number of sampling cycles. The solid lines show the maximum likelihood achieved up to that point in the sampling run. The dotted lines show the mean map likelihood for the sampling window. Data are shown for six successive runs of 100,000 trials each. The map contained 32 clones and 136 markers assembled using experimental data from the Washington University Genome Sequencing Center for human chromosome II. At the beginning of each trial, a new set of fragments was chosen randomly. The initial likelihoods varied from -2895 to -2594. In all cases a rapid improvement in map likelihood is seen during the early phases of sampling, all runs asymptotically approach a limiting likelihood. Note, however, that in some cases the apparent asymptote is significantly worse than the observed optimum.
Fig. 2. Shown in
Given this analysis, a computationally efficient strategy will be to segment the larger map into intervals, and to compute maps for the intervals independently. If clones can reliably be assigned to segments, this strategy will also reduce the hypothesis space that needs to be sampled and will therefore reduce the number of sampling cycles required to achieve convergence.
ASSESSING CONVERGENCE
While sampling is guaranteed to asymptotically approach the true probability distribution, for a practical computation a set of defined end-points are needed. Two approaches are used. The first is to test that the sampling has achieved a stable probability distribution as indicated by a stable value for the mean likelihood. The second is to restart the calculation from multiple independent starting points. If all sampling runs reach similar mean likelihoods and map configurations, then convergence is likely to have been achieved. It is, of course, impossible to exclude the possibility that all of these represent the same local maximum.
For purposes of parameter estimation, sampling runs are divided in half. The first half of each run is used as an equilibration or "burn in" period. Parameter estimates are based on estimates accumulated over the second half of the run.
PARAMETERS TO BE ESTIMATED AND MAP DISPLAY
The most direct description of the map would be clone position. However, unless the map is in some way anchored or oriented, the map assembly problem is twofold symmetric and mean position will be meaningless. Even if the ends of the map are anchored, information about local contig structure will be lost if only mean position is considered. Instead, two indicators of local map structure are used, the identity of neighboring clones, and the distances separating pairs of clones along the map. In a well-defined local contig, the identity of the neighboring clone and relative position of clones within the contig will be preserved even if the contig itself flips to different positions in the overall map.
A simple graphical description of the map is very useful, even if it limits to some extent the information being presented. We generate a one-dimensional map by selecting the single most probable map assembly encountered during the course of sampling. The reliability of this simplified maximum likelihood "snapshot" as a representation of the sampling distribution is assessed by calculating the probability that pairs of clones along the linear order of the map are neighbours in a likelihood weighted average over the second half of the sampling run. Clone midpoint to clone midpoint distance and the variance in clone to clone distance provides a second measure that can be quite useful when the map contains sets of nearly identical clones. In such a case, the order of clones within the set will be poorly defined, but all of these clones will fall close together on the map. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Simulation studies were used to evaluate program performance. These simulations were based on contiguous genomic sequence data derived from human chromosome VII by the Washington University Genome Sequencing Center. Available sequences range in length from 400 kb to over one megabase. In each simulation a simulated clone library was created by selecting randomly from sequence regions to a depth of an average of a pooled coverage. The mean clone length was 120 Kb with a standard deviation of 16 Kb, values chosen to approximate the characteristics of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) libraries currently in use in large-scale sequencing. Six simulated clone libraries were generated from each sequence region. For each clone, calculating the fragment lengths that would be produced by commonly used restriction enzymes generated an electronic restriction fingerprint. For a single enzyme, HindIII was chosen. For two enzymes, we chose HindIII and PstI, and four enzymes we used HindIII, PstI, BamHI and EcoRI. Except as noted, maps were generated using six independent sampling runs of 100,000 cycles each starting from six randomly chosen map configurations. Performance was assessed by comparing the estimated clone midpoint to clone midpoint distance with the actual distances used in generating the clone data, Figure 3 .
Two additional measures for the accuracy of map reconstruction were used. The first was a scatter plot comparing the calculated clone locations in the maximum likelihood snapshot with the true locations from which Figure 4 are two independent calculations for the same contig calculated with A) 12,000 samples, B) 30,000 samples, C) 60,000 samples, and D) 120,000 samples of Metropolis sampling from the posterior likelihood surface. The map in the region of 500 to 600 kb has a low clone coverage.
they were derived. The second was a histogram of residuals in clone locations obtained by fitting at least squares line through the scatter plots described above.
RESULTS
Simulation runs were limited by available computing time. As is shown in Figure 2 , both the mean and optimal map likelihoods increase rapidly during the initial phases of sampling. Each sampling run appears to asymptotically achieve a limiting likelihood, but the values achieved differ from run to run. This indicates that true convergence has not been achieved in all runs, and may not have been achieved in any. The performance of parameter estimation was first evaluated using simulated data derived from synthetic data where the true answers are known. As Figure 3 shows, despite the lack of apparent convergence in map likelihood, for these synthetic data sets, excellent agreement (R=0.997) was obtained for the correlation of the estimated and true clone midpoint to clone midpoint distances.
The number of map rearrangements that were accepted according to the Metropolis criterion, and the fluctuation in the likelihood during the course of sampling, both of these parameters change rapidly during initial phases of sampling, but asymptote to stable distributions during the 100,000 cycles used in our evaluation runs. As is shown in Figure 4 , resulting maps improve with increasing sampling.
Performance of our algorithm on actual experimental data was assessed using regions of the human genome where finished sequence data was available. Reference clone positions were determined by comparison of the clone fingerprint to an electronic digest of the finished sequence data. As is shown in Figure 5 , the automated map assembly is able to successfully reconstruct genomic maps with an accuracy comparable to that achieved by manual map assembly.
Automated map generation was able to perform tasks that are quite time-consuming when performed manually. For example, the program FPC often groups unrelated clones into preliminary clusters or contigs. Splitting these aggregates into subsets representing true contigs takes a great deal of time and effort on the part of expert personnel. In one example, our map construction algorithm was able to successfully accomplish this task using single enzyme restriction digest fingerprint data derived from the WUGSC clone-fingerprinting core. While this calculation required approximately one-hour CPU time, this is far less expensive than the equivalent personnel cost. Figure 5 are the calculated and true clone midpint positions for a contig assembled from 41 clones derived from human chromosome 7 using experimental fingerprint data obtained from the Washington University Genome Sequencing Center. Panel A shows data from a manual assembled and reviewed map constructed using the tool FPC [Soderlund et al., 1997] . Panel B shows data from an automated map assembled using GibbsMap. The correlation coefficients between the map and sequence match positions were 0.958 and 0.974 respectively.
DISCUSSION
Physical map assembly is a demanding and timeconsuming task, particularly when considered at the scale of a full mammalian genome. Assembly of maps using manual or semi-automated methods requires several hours of effort to build contigs containing 30 to 50 clones and spanning several hundred kilobases of the genome. A full mammalian genome map requires ten thousand such contigs. In this paper we present a fully automated algorithm that makes use of information which is difficult to incorporate in manual map assembly including variations in clone length, contiguity of markers across multiple clones, and the appearance of markers with nearly identical molecular weights at several distinct locations in the map. Using simulated and actual experimental data, this algorithm is capable of assembling highly accurate contigs, comparable to or superior in quality to those produced by manual assembly. The accuracy of clone placement is important in selection of the tiling path because the aim is to minimize the overlap between adjacent clones without leaving gaps in the finished sequence. The physical map reconstruction approach that we have developed is a general framework that can be applied to any type of marker content data. The only requirement is that the data can be probabilistically described, for example, oligonucleotide hybridization, RAPD, or end clone sequence matching. It is also straightforward to introduce constraints such as the requirement that an STS derived from and sequence data must be located at the end point of the parental clone. As individual clone sequences are completed, sequence derived constraints on marker location could be introduced to guarantee that overlapping clone fingerprints agree with the completed sequence data.
Simulations of low clone coverage did result in erroneous map reconstruction, which tended to occur in regions of very low clone coverage. These sites were associated with diminished confidence in the map reconstruction as indicated by neighbor pair probabilities and inter-clone distances, but the estimated uncertainty appears to underestimate the true uncertainty in the map.
Our approach is able to calculate accurate map lengths in the face of limited marker resolution. In many map assembly algorithms, "fragment collapsing" results in foreshortening of the map when low-resolution restriction fragment data is used [Gillett et al., 1995] . This phenomenon appears to be the result of an effective increase in the number of false positive marker assignments that results from inadequate resolution. As the width of the bins used to categorize marker data increases, it becomes more likely that a single bin will include bands derived from multiple locations across the contig. These false positives result in false matches between clone fingerprints and a tendency to foreshorten the calculated map. In our algorithm, bands in the observed fingerprint are compared only with map fragments derived from the interval spanned by the clone. The full map may contain several fragments of similar or even equal predicted mobility, but fragments located elsewhere on the map will not alter the likelihood that a clone covers a given interval on the map. We consistently observe nearly unit slope between predicted and actual clone locations on maps.
